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SUMMARY
In this work we address the management of very large datasets, which need to be
stored and processed across many computing sites. The motivation for our work is
the ATLAS Experiment for the Large Hadron Collider, where the authors have been
involved in the development of the data management middleware. This middleware,
called DQ2, has been used for the last several years by the ATLAS Experiment for
shipping petabytes of data to research centres and universities worldwide. We describe
our experience in developing and deploying DQ2 on the Worldwide LHC Computing
Grid, a production Grid infrastructure formed of hundreds of computing sites. From
this operational experience, we have identied an important degree of uncertainty that
underlies the behaviour of large Grid infrastructures. This uncertainty is subjected to a
detailed analysis, leading us to present novel modeling and simulation techniques for Data
Grids. In addition, we discuss what we perceive as practical limits to the development
of data distribution algorithms for Data Grids given the underlying infrastructure
uncertainty, and propose future research directions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This work addresses the problem of managing very large datasets, which are the product of an
emerging class of data-intensive applications. These scientic (e.g. [1]) and commercial (e.g.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the LHC accelerator.
[2]) applications are characterized by very large data volumes, which are typically achieved by
distributed data repositories that can spawn multiple computing sites.
Reasons for using multiple computing sites to store and process data include cost issues
and availability of resources. A single computing site requires the concentration of resources
in a single location, which is not compatible with large multi-national consortiums funded
by various national agencies. On the contrary, the use of distributed computing resources
enables data-intensive applications to make opportunistic use of remote computing resources
that would otherwise not be available. This distributed computing paradigm is referred to as
a Data Grid [6].
Other reasons for storing and processing data across multiple sites include geo-locality and
fault tolerance. Geo-locality is the placement of data closer to its users reducing the network
round-trip time required for data access. Fault tolerance in this context is related to the
existence of multiple copies of the data, avoiding permanent or temporary loss of access in the
event of catastrophic failure at a site.
In the past years, the authors have been involved in the development and operation of the
distributed data management system for a data-intensive application. The distributed data
management system is called DQ2 and is used by the ATLAS Experiment [4], which is part
of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) project.
The LHC is a High Energy Physics particle accelerator experiment expected to start
operation during the summer of 2009 and continue in production for about twenty years. The
LHC particle accelerator extends for 27 kilometres in a ring buried 100 meters underground, as
illustrated in Figure 1. Along this ring, there are various detectors that observe and record the
outcome of high energy proton collisions. The raw data produced by just one of the detectors,
the ATLAS Experiment, amounts to tens of petabytes of data per year. These data needs to
be distributed and stored globally for access by a large number of scientists.
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In this paper we describe results obtained from using DQ2 to manage the ATLAS
experimental data. The goals in this paper are: to describe how this data-intensive application
operates; to describe the challenges we encountered during the deployment and operation of
DQ2; and to present several important practical limits we have identied during the operation
of DQ2 in a large, distributed and shared computing infrastructure.
A main contribution is the description of modeling and simulation techniques developed in
the context of DQ2, and which are the result of our work to understand and optimise the
underlying computing fabric. These techniques dier from existing work in several respects,
as discussed in Section 5.
We begin in Section 2 by presenting previous contributions for managing large sets of
distributed data. In Section 3 we briey describe DQ2, which improves previous contributions
in several respects. DQ2's system requirements, design principles and implementation details
are only briey presented: for an expanded discussion on the architecture and implementation
of DQ2, the reader can refer to a previous publication by the authors in [3].
In Section 4 we describe our experience in developing and deploying DQ2 on a large-scale,
production Data Grid infrastructure. In Section 5 we present the techniques we developed
for approximate modeling and simulation of transfers in a Data Grid, along with a detailed
analysis of the uncertainty present in any practical Data Grid. This uncertainty is an underlying
constant in our work and we discuss what we perceive as the practical limits it imposes to the
development of data distribution algorithms for Data Grids. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude.
2. EXISTING WORK
A number of dierent Computer Science areas have devised architectures and software systems
to address the problem of very large datasets. Some of the most relevant areas are distributed
le systems, peer-to-peer (P2P) systems and Data Grids. In this section we introduce the
major contributions from these areas.
2.1. Distributed File Systems
NFS [12] is one of the early distributed le systems which continues to be widely used but is
an unattractive choice to manage datasets at the petabyte scale. NFS is not designed to cope
with large number of distributed users. AFS is another widely used distributed le system [11],
which introduced client-side caching. It fairs better in the common case of multiple reads with
infrequent writes but we are not aware of any AFS-based system handling petabytes of data
over a wide-area network. We believe this is due to fundamental AFS design decisions, such
as supporting POSIX-like semantics. Coda [17], a successor of AFS, introduced support for
disconnected operations when the network connection is lost, but at the petabyte-scale Coda
suers from exactly the same issues as AFS.
IBM General Parallel File System (GPFS) [18] provides high-performance I/O due to its
ability to stripe blocks of data from individual les over multiple disks. GPFS has been
demonstrated to work over a wide-area network [19] but under strict deployment constraints.
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Block-based systems can be expected to have diculties scaling to large numbers of users,
particularly in a shared environment.
The Lustre [23] distributed le system is reported to scale to the data handling requirements
previously discussed, with support for tens of thousands of nodes and PetaBytes of storage. Its
core components are a distributed lock manager, metadata servers and object storage targets.
The scalability in Lustre is achieved by moving from a block-based approach to an object-
based approach. It assumes that storage devices are intelligent devices and makes use of more
advanced protocols to access data. Lustre clients do not talk directly to the block-based device
but rather to a component called Object Storage Target (OSTs). This approach eliminates
many of the bottlenecks of traditional block-based I/O in the communication between clients
and block-based storage devices. Nonetheless, Lustre is designed as a cluster le system for a
closed network. It is now expanding to accommodate multi-site and multi-cluster deployments
with plans for a Lustre Router Control Panel that allows adjusting the quality-of-service within
a cluster and wide-area network.
Although object-based approaches induce scalability gains, there is still a problem in scaling
up the metadata access: adding OSTs allows, in principle, the storage to scale almost linearly
but the required metadata (e.g. directory information) does not. The Ceph le system [29]
aims to address this problem by replacing tradition allocation and inode tables with a pseudo-
random data distribution function, designed for dynamic clusters. Overall, it achieves better
scalability by reducing the bottlenecks associated with maintaining metadata on a distributed
le system.
Google has designed and implemented the Google File System (GFS) [13], which provides
a scalable system for distributed data-intensive applications. It is designed for applications
handling very large les with many reads and few writes. GFS drops some of the assumptions
of the earlier systems, such as POSIX-like semantics. It consists of a master node (the metadata
server) and multiple chunkservers. The master node maps a user le to multiple chunks (each
of 64 MB), which are placed in various chunkservers. The le system supports parallel read,
write and update operations and has built-in fault-tolerance features.
GFS can scale to large clusters while running on inexpensive commodity hardware. Hadoop
[5], a top-level Apache project, is a system inspired by the design of GFS but open source and
therefore considerably better documented. A core lesson from these systems is that scalability
is achieved by taking advantage of environment constraints: for example, GFS eliminates the
complex distributed locking models of earlier systems by allowing append operations only and
adopting simple mechanisms for fault-tolerance.
LegionFS [30] is an object-based system for the wide-area network, with the goal to support
heterogeneous environments. It is an object-based system where objects implement a set of
characteristics and exchange messages. It does not handle replication or load balancing but
instead provides interfaces and protocol stacks that can be extended by application developers.
The scalability it achieves is limited though, potentially due to their object-based approach
and extensive use of messaging.
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2.2. Peer to Peer systems
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems are particularly interesting for their scalability and ability to cope
with heterogeneous environments. These became popular through le distribution applications
where users share music and video les. An example is BitTorrent [38] a le distribution system
that, as of 2007, is responsible for approximately 70% of overall Internet trac.
Nonetheless, P2P systems are designed for a dierent environment where there are large
number of participating nodes but comparatively smaller number of les per node. Replica
placement algorithms for P2P (e.g. [25], [16]) are also fully decentralised with replication being
done sequentially from a root node. This fully decentralised approach leads to diculties in
attaining balanced storage utilisation as there is no global information available. In addition,
systems such as Ivy [39] are reported to cause excessive bandwidth and storage waste by
creating new replicas in response to transient failures [40]. This derives from the diculties in
distinguishing transient from permanent failures. TotalRecall [41] and Carbonite [40] attempt
to reduce the number of replicas created by temporary failures. Nonetheless, these systems
essentially focus on data availability and not other classes of requirements, such as transfer
scheduling priorities, making it inappropriate for our environment.
In [8] the authors provides a detailed overview of the search aspects in P2P systems. While
decentralised and unstructured P2P systems were commonly used given their scalability, most
have now evolved to have some associated structure. This is typically done by implementing
super-peer nodes or distributed hash tables algorithms. Many of these principles have been
adopted in our architecture as described later.
2.3. Data Grids
The Data Grid is introduced in the architecture paper [6] and is dened as a specialised
Grid architecture for handling large data volumes. The architecture is loosely dened to
accommodate various models of operation but is tightly integrated with Grid dynamics:
security, awareness of virtual organisations and access to fast-changing large sets of resources.
The Data Grid architecture consists of low-level components responsible for storing, retrieving
and bookkeeping data, as well as higher-level services to integrate all the individual lower-level
services onto a coherent set. Our system follows these architectural principles.
GASS [20] or Global Access to Secondary Storage is a system designed to manage secondary
caches, which is a logical evolution of the client-side caches built into distributed le
systems such as AFS. GASS claims to support bandwidth management rather than latency
management as in distributed le systems, but its functionality is very limited.
GDMP (Grid Data Mirroring Package) [22] is a le and object replication tool. It introduced
the concept of a storage system subscribing to collections of les that were then moved using
GridFTP [9]. GDMP was envisaged as a limited prototype system for le movement and its
scalability was not investigated.
Giggle [24] is the reference work on replica location services for a Data Grid. It consists of
catalogues mapping logical names to physical replicas so that users can reference data by a
logical name independently of its physical location. These catalogues can be layered but as the
scale increased, the authors moved to P2P-based approaches for searching data.
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An example of an integrated replica management services is by Houda Lamehamedi [21]. It
consists of a P2P-based system for replica location and an intelligent framework for replication
based on user demand and calculations of replication cost. Nonetheless, it does not address
real-life problems such as bandwidth management, replica consistency or support for tertiary
storages, which are modelled as arbitrary le access penalties.
The SDSC SRB (Storage Resource Broker) [27] supports shared collections that can be
distributed across multiple organisations and heterogeneous storage systems. It is the system
that presents most similarity to our working environment but its scalability has not been
demonstrated to hundreds of sites, thousands of users and tens of petabytes of data.
Gfarm [28] is another system that aims to provide transparent access to remote les in a Data
Grid, which implements a POSIX compliant interface. It aims to scale to tens of thousands
of nodes but no such studies have yet been conducted. In addition, it does not provide any
automated mechanisms for replica management, which will likely impair its scalability goals.
The Data Replication Service (DRS) [31] is a recent attempt at providing more sophisticated
Data Grid functionality. The system builds atop existing Grid services, implementing a pull
model for data replication, a distributed metadata architecture, interfaces to local storage
systems and a le transfer validation component. It uses a plug-in approach for custom
deployment of site-specic congurations. Nonetheless, it does not include mechanisms to
accommodate more advanced requirements such as transfer scheduling priorities, which is a
requirement for a data-intensive environment.
2.4. Data Grid Simulators
There have been multiple contributions for systems to simulate Data Grids. OptorSim [7] is
an example of a simulator built to study access to data from Grid jobs, e.g. to help devise
economic models on how best to replace replicas when storage space is limited. We believe
these models cannot probably be implemented in a realistic environment such that of ATLAS,
due to operational and non-functional reasons that are presented in Section 4.
Other examples of generic Grid simulators are Simgrid [32] and GridSim [33]. These
simulators allow developers to build advanced analytical models for a Data Grid, by dening
and parametrizing the behaviour of each resource in a Data Grid.
For instance, in GridSim ([33]) developers can congure the performance parameters of
each hard-disk and tape storage in the Data Grid. The work we describe in Section 5 is
complementary to these contributions in that it denes an alternative model that can be used
by any simulator to model, in a realistic manner, the behaviour of storage resources in a Data
Grid. Nonetheless, in Section 5 we also identify and discuss some important limitations to any
modeling approach, which are due to the underlying uncertainty present in the computing
infrastructure.
3. MANAGING LARGE DATASETS WITH DQ2
In this section we briey describe the design and implementation of DQ2. This section is
a summary of the work presented in [3]. As such, it does not include detailed discussions
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on fault-tolerance and scalability; for additional details refer to [3]. We begin by outlining
certain assumptions about our working environment. These assumptions dene the scenarios
and applications to which DQ2 is applicable. These are:
(i) For accessibility and cost reasons, data needs to be distributed among multiple computing
sites rather than hosted in a single site;
(ii) Most les are large by traditional standards, with each le being hundreds of megabytes
or several gigabytes;
(iii) Data is rarely modied after it has been produced. The most common case is to append
data rather than replace existing data;
(iv) The production of data occurs in highly parallel environments where multiple batch
nodes are producing part of a large data sample in parallel;
(v) There are multiple computing sites with dierent service-level agreements. These include
professionally-managed computing centres down to university clusters managed by
students in their spare time. This implies very dierent quality-of-service and scale of
resources;
(vi) There are volunteered contributions of computation and data storage resources that
should be supported in an opportunistic way, while taking into account their expected
quality-of-service and size;
(vii) There is no centralised administration of all available resources, which requires a
coexistence of global and local policies;
(viii) Volunteer contributions of resources requires the ability to adapt to diverse computing
fabrics, for instance, dierent storage systems.
Several design decisions follow from these requirements. The principle design decision in
DQ2 is not to depend on direct access to the servers where the les are stored. DQ2 does
not replace the storage system at a site. Instead, it is layered on top of the existing storage
middleware (e.g. on top of an existing distributed le system at a site), using an abstract
interface that is implemented for dierent storage middleware. This considerably extends our
ability to make opportunistic use of storage resources.
Another important design decision is on the unit of data handling. While les are the
underlying data access unit, all user requests are for datasets, which are groups of les. This
matches our observation that users rarely use a single le in isolation but almost always make
use of groups of les. These les are grouped statically by some semantic meaning. Typically,
les from the same dataset originate from the same data acquisition process or are the output
of a processing task.
The introduction of datasets provides very useful properties, even if other systems do not
make use of it. Knowing that a dataset represents les that are used together, the system
can optimise its units of data transfer and discovery. Locating datasets as opposed to les
implies storing much less entries on a database, hence improving overall scalability. Similarly,
when transferring data, the dataset provides very good ordering of requests: if there is a long
queue of les to replicate, it makes the most sense to replicate those les that will allow users
to advance with their analysis as soon as possible, and these are typically the les part of a
dataset missing at a site.
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Figure 2. DQ2 Architecture.
To further increase our exibility and optimise storage and network usage, we also decouple
the units of data location from the unit of storage and the unit of transfer. As such, users
can create datasets, add or remove les from datasets, without any synchronous interaction
with the storage systems at each site where the les are physically stored. This allows DQ2
to support complex data ows, as discussed in Section 4, and allows DQ2 to be more easily
integrated with legacy applications without considerable changes to their existing workows.
Figure 2 describes the overall architecture of DQ2. The architecture uses a combination of
local and global services.
The local services are called storage area services. A storage area is loosely dened as the
subset of a storage systemy. These services are designed to be minimally intrusive, and are
the only components in DQ2 that store and use local information (e.g. host names of servers
holding data les).
Storage area services have two distinct responsibilities implemented by separate components.
We describe each of them in turn:
(i) Dataset cataloguing. The storage area service where a dataset is created is responsible
for permanently hold its denition. The denition of a dataset includes its name,
constituent les and associated system metadata (e.g. creation date, total size and dataset
owner). This holds even if other replicas are created and the master copy deleted. This
information is stored in a local dataset catalogue.
(ii) Management of les. The storage area service is also responsible for managing les in
its associated storage area. Where possible, the interactions with the storage middleware
use a common mass storage interface called the SRM interface [10], which is implemented
by several storage vendors.
The management of les in a storage area includes the following tasks:
yThat is, a storage system may be partitioned into multiple independent areas, each with its own dedicated
space, namespace and served by a separate DQ2 local service instance.
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(i) Lookup. This involves nding les in the local storage namespace. This requires
translating a location independent le name (also known as logical le name) to an
exact path on which the le can be accessed given a transfer protocol.
(ii) Transfer. This involves transferring les from a remote storage area to the local storage
area. A transfer can occur between dierent sites (and hence dierent storages) on the
wide-area network. In this case, the GridFTP transfer protocol [9] is used for the transfer.
Within a local site, other protocols may be supported. For instance, storage-specic
transfer protocol can be used to transfer data from a storage's tape system to the disk
buers.
(iii) Deletion. This involves deleting les from the local storage area.
Coordination of which les to lookup, transfer or delete is handled by a global component
described next. Nonetheless, decisions can be overridden locally by denying or re-ordering
requests, given site or storage-specic policies.
In addition to local services, there are multiple independent instances of the global services.
Each of these instances acts as the exclusive master for a subset of the datasets in the system. As
shown in Figure 2, user requests, which are always for dataset-based operations (e.g. creation,
replication, modication or deletion of a dataset), are sent to a dataset redirection service. This
service redirects the request using the dataset name to a unique dataset master. This redirection
uses functionality available in HTTP, since the client/server communication protocols are also
implemented using HTTP and follow RESTful principles [14]. The dataset master then queues
and schedules the user request.
Each dataset master does not execute any of the user requests directly. Instead, it assigns
work to the local storage area services. These local services are not dataset-aware but only
deal with bulk requests of les to lookup, transfer or delete. It is up to the master to optimise
work assignments based on dataset knowledge.
Given this design, DQ2 does not include any database with full knowledge of a storage
namespace, either centrally or locally. When DQ2 needs to know whether a le is present, it
will query the storage system through its local services, avoiding the need to maintain and
synchronise a separate database. Maintaining a separate database could cause both scalability
and consistency problems.
The design also allows the dataset master to build a cache of dataset (and le) replica
information throughout its activity, based on responses to ongoing requests from the various
local services. This cache serves as the mechanism for users to locate dataset replicas. In a
distributed system, dataset locations are never absolutely correct as it is always possible that a
request fails because data was lost unexpectedly. Our mechanism minimises these occurrences
by implementing eventually consistent [34] principles.
We now discuss in more detail one of the main functions of DQ2, which is to manage
the transfer of large volumes of data between storages at dierent sites. In a data-intensive
environment there are always queues of datasets to be transferred. The network is no longer
a resource that is always available but instead le transfer requests need to be scheduled and
have to wait on queues. An incorrect scheduling can signicantly impact all subsequent data
processing activities.
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To achieve adequate transfer performance on the wide-area network, several GridFTP
parameters must be set accordingly. For instance, these parameters include the number of
streams and TCP buer sizes to use. These settings are required to compensate for physical
eects such as the round-trip time or the underlying TCP protocol overheads.
The tuning provided by these settings needs to be complemented by multiple independent
le transfers in parallel. That is, we cannot expect that a single le transfer is sucient to ll
the entire network link. In addition, since there are large queues of transfer requests, we need
to parallelise these requests as to make best usage of the available resources.
In DQ2 this is accomplished as follows. The underlying network links, or channels, are
dened in DQ2. A channel is dened as a virtual unidirectional linkz between a source and
destination storage areas. The channel denes the source and destination storage endpoints,
the maximum number of parallel le transfers and, per le size, the transfer settings to use.
The denition of channels prevents overload of storage systems because it limits the number
of active simultaneous transfers at any point in time. We call this number of active transfers
the transfer slots for a channel.
Channels also improve the overall transfer performance because some transfer settings (e.g.
TCP buer sizes) can be set per (typical sets of) le sizes. For instance, smaller les have
dierent settings than bigger les. To implement these channel settings DQ2 makes use of
the gLite File Transfer Service (FTS) [26], a reliable transfer service that wraps GridFTP, is
compatible with the SRM interface and implements the channel settings.
Another important issue aecting overall transfer performance is deciding which les to
schedule for the free slots in each transfer channel. Using a rst-in-rst-out queue is not
desirable because requests have dierent importance, and important requests would need to
wait for an available slot.
To cope with this issue we implemented fair shares in DQ2. Each master is assigned a share
in each local storage service. The transfer component then polls all masters for work, asking
for no more les than the master's assigned share. Therefore, competing dataset transfers from
dierent shares, which are mapped to dierent masters, can coexist. In practice, this allows
users to have a certain quality-of-service guarantee. That is, if a transfer request for an urgent
activity appears, it will be served by the next available transfer slots, provided the share is
not exhausted.
The design also ensures that best performing channels will tend to serve more transfer
requests, given the feedback-based model implemented between the storage area services and
the dataset masters. Storage area services poll the masters for more work when their assigned
work is done. Therefore, given more than one possible source for a le, it is likely that the
channel performing the best will serve the le rst. In the end of Section 5 we re-discuss this
point after presenting and analysing the transfer performance of the production instance of
DQ2.
ze.g. CERN to BNL is the channel serving le transfers from CERN to the Brookhaven National Laboratory
in the United States.
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4. EVALUATION AND PRODUCTION EXPERIENCE
In the previous section we briey described the architecture and implementation of DQ2. DQ2
is the data management system for the ATLAS experiment, and is used on the Worldwide
LHC Computing Grid (WLCG [35]).
Throughout the last years, DQ2 has been continuously used in production and we were able
to collect a wealth of information (and experience) on the behavior of a production Data Grid.
We note there is rarely the opportunity to study a system of this scale: the ATLAS use of the
WLCG spans over more than 200 computing centres, stores tens of petabytes of data and is
used by thousands of physicists. In this section, we will:
(i) Provide insight into the behavior of the infrastructure, by describing what we learnt
during the deployment and production use of DQ2 on the WLCG;
(ii) Describe the ATLAS experiment data ows and how these have been adapted to
accommodate restrictions seen in the infrastructure;
(iii) Point out what we perceive as severe limitations in existing Data Grid work due to
simplistic assumptions of the behavior of a Data Grid: these limitations allow us to
introduce new techniques as well as to suggest future research directions.
One of the most important conclusions from our analysis is that approaches to the
management of data seen in the Grid literature will probably not be eective for a real
production infrastructure. The Grid literature discusses the dynamic behaviour of Data Grids
and proposes, for instance, replication strategies to cope with this dynamism based on economic
models [7] or cost functions [21].
Nonetheless, we have been unable to nd contributions that assume the existence of users
from other organisations of the Data Grid whose behaviour is unknown and can fundamentally
aect the infrastructure performance. Instead, most contributions focus on optimisation within
the boundaries of a single organisation or set of organisations whose behaviour can be
determined or at least controlled. Nonetheless, because Data Grid resources are shared, there
are potentially many independent organisations whose operations are unknown to our data
management system. These organisations do not necessarily present an adversarial behaviour
but the fact that their behaviour cannot be known in advance poses important challenges. In
addition, we will argue that even when the dynamic behavior of a Data Grid can be understood
a posterior, we believe that in many circumstances this knowledge cannot be used a priori to
improve existing systems.
Throughout the next sections we elaborate on these points. But rst we start by a more
detailed description of the ATLAS data ow. This description is required to motivate our
discussion and show results on the usage of DQ2. We then demonstrate the uncertainty present
in the underlying Grid infrastructure and how this has aected our production instance of DQ2.
4.1. ATLAS Data Flows
The ATLAS experiment is a High Energy Physics (HEP) experiment, intended to search for
new discoveries in the head-on collision of two highly energised proton beams. The entire
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Figure 3. Simplied overview of the ATLAS data ow.
workow of the ATLAS experiment generates petabytes of data with thousands of users from
organisations all over the world. Due to the complexity of the experiment, the participating
sites have been divided into multiple layers. The Tier-0 layer comprises a single site, which is
CERN, where the LHC particle accelerator ring and the ATLAS detector are located. Tier-1
sites (of which there are ten in total for ATLAS) are typically large national laboratories. Tier-
2 sites are smaller centres, most often universities. Each layer has dierent responsibilities: the
Tier-0 site is mostly concerned with collecting and doing a rst processing of new data from
the detector; the Tier-1 sites are mostly concerned with reprocessing older sets of data with
newer algorithms; the Tier-2 sites are mostly concerned with generating simulated data and
are also where most of the users perform their physics analysis.
HEP experiments present an interesting data ow as they combine both real data (taken
from the detector) with simulated data (using Monte Carlo). Monte Carlo simulations are
used to simulate the data taking process and the detector. This information is used to help
compensate the bias in the machine: to understand the behavior of sub-atomic particles it is
necessary to understand how these interact and are inuenced by the detector itselfx. Another
important point is the separation between what are called production activities and user
analysis activities: production is the large-scale, well-dened processing of data (e.g. taking
new data or reprocessing older data with newer algorithms) while user analysis is small-scale,
chaotic runs over multiple sets of data (e.g. test a new algorithm in a small subset of data to
see if it performs better and is suitable for an upcoming large-scale data processing).
One of the common misconceptions about the LHC Grid, prevalent in the Grid literature, is
that the data ow for the LHC is only hierarchical: data is injected at Tier-0 and propagates
xNote that the ATLAS machine is a 7000 tons, 45 by 25 meters device with over 100 million electronic channels
and 3000 kilometres of cable!
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down to the Tier-1 sites and then to the Tier-2 sites. While this ow is indeed part of the
ATLAS data ow, it is only one of the many possible ows (and is actually one that is easier to
support). There are other equally important, but signicantly harder to manage, data ows.
The simulated data (Monte Carlo output produced at the Tier-2 sites) actually goes up and
is stored at the Tier-1 sites. This is because the Tier-2 sites do not have tape storage and
as such are not considered suitable for long-term data archive, which is a requirement for an
experiment such as ATLAS which will run for over 20 years. The output of new reprocessed
data is shared among Tier-1 sites and then sent down to Tier-2 sites. Finally, physicists use the
Grid as a fully connected graph, collecting and storing data in potentially any site, without
taking into account the Tier hierarchies.
All these ows can be seen in the Figure 3. Nonetheless, note that this description of the
data ow has been greatly simplied, ignoring the various data types and the dierent data
ows for each data type: for a detailed explanation please refer to the ATLAS Computing
Model document [36].
One question the reader may ask is why is the computing done with such pre-dened data
ows and how are the ows related to the actual Grid jobs that run over the data? The answer
is that there are both operational reasons for implementing fairly strict data ows as well as
non-functional requirements.
The non-functional requirements are related to resource allocations issues and budgetary
constraints as well as the underlying physics interest: resources are pledged to ATLAS but
the experiment must try and balance the mismatch between dierent centres with its own
computing and storage needs. Dierent centres serve multiple experiments, each with its own
needs, so ATLAS has only limited decision power on how resources are allocated overall{. Even
within ATLAS, dierent physics groups have diverse needs and interests; nonetheless, many
activities are important for the entire collaboration (e.g. Monte Carlo or data taking) and the
experiment must full its production needs, using the necessary computing and storage even
if these activities are not of immediate interest to any group.
This does not mean that static data ows are ideal for maximal resource utilisation but past
experience has demonstrated that dynamic data and job scheduling was severely restricted
in practice. For instance: Monte Carlo simulations run at Tier-2 sites, where CPU resources
are available, since Tier-1 sites are busy reprocessing older data; Tier-1 sites have to do this
reprocessing because no other centres have the required balance between CPU and storage.
Tier-2 sites tend to have more CPU than storage, making them suitable for CPU intense
activities such as Monte Carlo simulation and Tier-2 sites do not have long-term archive
storage (i.e. tape storage) so these cannot hold the nal output. In addition, Tier-2 sites
usually have preferred connections to a specic Tier-1 site (e.g. the UK Tier-2 sites have direct
network links to the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory RAL, which is the UK Tier-1 site for
{This is perhaps the most striking distinction to a company such as Google, which has also massive computing
power available but is able to globally decide how these resources are allocated and guarantee their uniformity,
greatly simplifying its own distributed data management needs. Nonetheless, it will be interesting to see, as its
needs grow, if the computing centres gradually become more diverse, leading to the same sort of heterogeneity
issues that we observe in ATLAS.
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(a) Daily throughput: from Tier-0 to Tier-1s. (b) Backlog recovery.
Figure 4. Scatter plot for duration of successful transfers for two dierent channels.
ATLAS). Therefore, it seems natural to have Monte Carlo tasks that run at the UK Tier-2s
have their output stored at the UK Tier-1: there are better network links (and non-negligible
human contacts for operational issues) between a Tier-2 site and its (parent) Tier-1. Having
tasks run in e.g. a faraway Tier-2 site and then send the output to RAL would certainly
complicate operational procedures when problems occur (at the very least due to the dierent
time zones!).
DQ2 is the system that implements the data ows previously described for ATLAS. Based
on a set of (fairly static) policies, it guarantees that data is distributed accordingly.
The remaining point is on the relative importance of dierent activities: each activity has a
dierent importance and even some datasets within an activity may be more important than
others; this relative importance can also change dynamically over time reacting to changes
in the underlying physics interest (these decisions are taken by the production managers and
physics group coordinators). DQ2, by using the fair share mechanism previously described,
ensures that data(sets) are distributed to all required sites as fast as possible and respecting
the chosen priorities, so that subsequent analysis steps can proceed. In the next section, we
briey describe the scale at which DQ2 is used in ATLAS.
4.2. Usage of DQ2
As of late 2008, the ATLAS production instance of DQ2 hosted over 1.6 Million datasets. This
includes over 50 Million unique les with a total of 80 Million replicas. The average replication
factor for ATLAS data is relatively small due to limited storage space on the Grid. The system
stores ~7.4 PetaBytes of data over 60 distinct computing centres. One observation is the scale
dierence between number of datasets and les, which motivates our choice for native support
of datasets.
Figure 4 shows results of large-scale transfer tests performed during December 2008. In these
tests, datasets were transferred from CERN to the Tier-1 centres, simulating the behavior of
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(a) Channel A-B (b) Channel C-D
Figure 5. Scatter plot for duration of successful transfers for two dierent channels.
real data taking. Figure 4(b) shows a situation of backlog recovery where the detector is
collecting data that is not being distributed real-time. The data is accumulated at the Tier-0
for some time and later the distribution starts in a burst, peaking at over 2 GB/s over the
WAN, until the backlog is recovered and the rates become increasingly stable. The average
throughput during stable data-taking conditions is expected to be about 720 MB/s. During
the test period, storage areas went down and came back online later, showing the resilience of
the system to the frequent occurrence of temporary failures.
4.3. Infrastructure Analysis
During the last year, we have collected logs from successful and failed transfers across most of
the ATLAS data centres. These include several hundred million transfer logs.
In this section, we present an analysis of some of these records that spawn a one-month period
in April of 2008. The goal is to illustrate the signicant variations observed in the underlying
infrastructure, and is the starting point for our discussion on uncertainty. Note that DQ2 is
focused on large-scale transfers and hence we are primarily concerned with relatively large le
sizes (e.g. over 100 MB; les of 2 GB or more are common).
4.3.1. Successful Transfers
Figure 5 shows the duration of successful transfers split by le size for two distinct channels.
Note that the site names have been made anonymous in the following examples and that
channel A-B represents transfers from a site A to a site B. We choose two distinct channels
with dierent workloads in terms of le sizes. There are immediate conclusions from these
plots: transfer rates (here represented in seconds) vary greatly and the variations are sometimes
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(a) Channel E-F, transfers of 2 GB les (b) Channel G-H, transfers of 2 GB les
Figure 6. Histogram for duration of successful transfers for two dierent channels.
counter-intuitive: e.g. bigger les may sometimes be almost as fast as smaller les; some of
these variations may be due to statistical eects but the overall trend remains. For each le
size, there are 3 red markers: these represent the time up until, respectively 50%, 70% and 90%,
of the transfers complete. Even if we were to reduce the transfer timeouts, which have been
set to an articially large value of 3600 seconds (1 hour), we would still observe signicant
variations in rates: e.g. even tolerating an additional 10% failure rate, by setting timeouts
at the 90% marker, we would still have transfers going 2 or 3 times faster than others. In
summary, transfer rates have a signicant tail.
Figure 6 shows the same situation (duration of successful transfers) but now only for a
specic le size (2 GB les). Both histogram and cumulative histogram views are presented.
The bin size for the histogram is determined using the Freedman-Diaconis rule but the
cumulative histogram is also shown since it is less sensitive to variations of the bin size. Note
that not all les are exactly the same size: some vary by less than a few bytes; this is due to
how the data is generated since each data le in ATLAS has a specic number of physics events
and each event has the same size; as such, only minor variations occur in the sizes (e.g. due
to dierent le headers). Again, the histogram shows a signicant variation: in the cumulative
histogram for channel E-F, half the transfers occur under about 250 seconds and the rest over
that.
Our rst assumption had been that transfer rates varied slightly but within a small interval;
we expected the distribution to follow e.g. a normal distribution with a target rate and rare
occurrences in the tails. The plots for these 4 channels shows that this is not the case: e.g.
Figure 6(b) shows a more complex underlying distribution. We have gathered data for several
other channels and the pattern is repeated but the underlying distributions are never quite
similar.
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(a) Transfer of 3.6 GB les for channel A-I (b) Transfer of 3.4 GB les for channel A-J
Figure 7. Scatter plot for duration of successful transfers for two dierent channels.
Following discussions with data centre administrators, we formulated the hypothesis
that each disk server involved in the transfer was being simultaneously used for multiple
activities: multiple parallel reads and/or writes by users. These parameters are congured by
administrators (often ad-hoc) with the goal of optimizing overall storage usage and not specic
patterns by specic users. There are also multiple users (within ATLAS or even from other
organisations) of the storage system and their joint usage causes non-trivial interference and
disk server load patterns. To study whether this would be the case, we conducted a simple
analysis: we observed how the transfer rates varied, for a specic le size, if the destination disk
server was used in parallel for more than one transfer. From the DQ2 logs, we could deduce
a posterior, which disk servers were involved in the transfer of each le for the channel. We
expected the transfer rates to decrease with parallel usage; we also expected that writes cause
more interference than read operations. As mentioned before, DQ2 does multiple parallel le
transfers between sites to compensate for underlying network limitations (e.g. network round-
trip time) so we expect disk servers to be busy with more than one transfer most of the
time.
For this test, we only considered periods of time where ATLAS was the single or the
major user of the storage system. This information was obtained by requesting sites to report
their usage pattern from the last day, and using those periods where the DQ2 usage clearly
dominated. This reduces interference in the test, as we could now count parallel disk server
accesses done only by DQ2. Figure 7 shows the results obtained for two channels. Clearly, as
the number of parallel write operations increase on the destination disk server, the transfer
rate decreases (the duration increases) and the variation is also wider. Note that destination
sites have congured dierent sets of limits for parallel writes to a disk server: site I appears
to have a maximum of at least 32 while site J appears to have a maximum of 20. Based on
this analysis, we concluded that we could, to some extent, understand the variation of the
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(a) Number of failures (b) Duration of failures
Figure 8. Stacked bins with failures for channel G-H
rates. In the next section, we will expand on whether it is possible or not to make use of this
information but rst we briey analyse failures.
4.3.2. Failures
Regarding failures, we are primarily interested in knowing how often these occur, the types of
failures and very important, how many resources are consumed by the failure (the duration
of the failure). We start by the number and duration of failures and discuss types of failures
in the modelling discussion in Section 5. In Figure 8, we have stacked all the failures that
occurred in a 5 day period. Failures were added to one hour bins and the gure shows these
bins stacked and ordered by the large bins rst. What is evident is that a few bins contain most
of the failures: in this case, 3 bins cover over 75% of failures. This indicates that failures occur
in bursts. The next bin shows the same failures but now by duration. The dominance is less
noticeable but still present: 7 bins cover over 75% of the total duration failures. Also important
is the amount of time spent in failures: in total, over 65000 seconds. This means that out of all
the agents doing transfers for a channel in a 5 day period, almost 18 hours of work were lost:
note that there are tens of transfer agents in parallel performing transfers (congured in DQ2),
as shown in previous sections where we discussed transfer slots. Nonetheless, the amount of
time lost is non-negligible.
Figure 9 shows the corresponding failure histograms. Failures have variable duration,
between 0 and 500 seconds and then there are timeouts (failures of 3600 seconds). An important
factor is then to see how failures distribute over time. We have seen that they seem to occur in
bursts. One of the diculties in modeling failures arises from the fact that, in a Grid transfer,
the resources do not always fail completely. Most often, resources degrade: they continue to
function but e.g. one of the disk servers performs poorly, becoming slow or overloaded, but
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Figure 9. Duration of failures for channel G-H
(a) Channel G-H (b) Channel A-J
Figure 10. Arrivals of failures
continues to serve transfers for some time before the storage system or system administrators
detect and x the problem. In the meantime, all other disk servers in the storage continue
to operate as before and hence, only transfers using a specic disk server are aected. Note
that for this analysis, we removed periods of full downtime, since these were scheduled and
announced in advance.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of the arrival of failures for two channels. The x-axis is the
(binned) time at which the failure occurred. The y-axis is the time, within the bin, at which
the failure occurred. As an example: if a failure occurred at time 2500 using bins of size 1000,
it would be plotted at coordinates (b2500=1000c1000 = 2000, 2500 mod 1000 = 500). These
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plots are interesting because they show that while we do not know the underlying distribution,
at least we can observe that failures do not appear to follow a Poisson distribution. If it were
the case the plots would have a more or less uniform gradient.
5. MODELING AND SIMULATION
In the previous section, we analysed the behaviour of transfers in a real Data Grid. We
observed that there is a signicant degree of variation in their behaviour, and some of this
behaviour could be understood after detailed analysis. In this section, we focus on modeling
and simulation of real Data Grids, based on our experience with DQ2.
A testing infrastructure is important to support the continuous development of any software
product. Production use of DQ2 limits the ability to test new, potentially disruptive features.
As such, we developed an approximate model of the infrastructure and a discrete event
simulator that uses this model.
The main contributions in this section are the modeling techniques we developed, rather
than the discrete event simulator. The simulator was strictly developed to help us ne tune
our models. In fact, we believe that our modeling principles can be applied to the simulators
discussed in Section 2. On the other hand, our simple simulator does not support alternate
models to be plugged in, which is a feature supported by most Grid simulators.
The motivation for developing our own models results from the diculty in applying existing
models. These models either require the precise denition of all resources in the Grid along
its associated parameters in great detail, which is dicult to achieve for a very large (and
dynamic) Grid infrastructure, or provide too simplistic network models (e.g. based only on
network latency), which is clearly not sucient to characterise the observed behaviour. Some
models do provide the ability to congure background trac (e.g. [33]) but as we describe in
this section, the behaviour we observe is more complex and can be better characterised than
background network trac on a public network.
5.1. Modeling Principles
In a data management system, the hardest component to model is the underlying
infrastructure, as is evident from the discussion on Section 4. The goal is to model the behavior
of le transfers and how these are aected by the resources in the system. We restrict the
resources to be the storage systems, network links and the transfer services in DQ2. The
network links are represented by transfer channels, following the principles introduced in
Section 3. This is a signicant simplication of the overall infrastructure, which does not
include for instance, the network routers or the individual disk servers in a storage.
In addition, we assume that any resource in the model can fail except for the transfer services.
Therefore, failures can occur in the source or the destination storages or in the channel. We
assume the transfer services do not fail but only the transfers themselves may fail. We believe
this is a realistic assumption. Certainly for ATLAS problems caused by the transfer services
are extremely rare and usually due to hardware faults or temporary mis-congurations that
are quickly detected. These events are not interesting to analyse.
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Following the terminology introduced by [42], the model is divided into availability, reliability
and performance modeling. When performing a transfer, there are various possible outcomes:
 The transfer is completed correctly. In this case, the important parameter is the
transfer duration. This corresponds to the performance modeling.
 The transfer is refused. For instance, the transfer does not start because one of the
endpoints is not available. This corresponds to the availability modeling.
 The transfer is completed incorrectly. For instance, the transfer stops halfway
leaving parts of the le transferred. Or the user abandons the transfer assuming it has
timed out. This corresponds to reliability modeling.
We now present our model for each of these outcomes.
5.2. Model for Successful Transfers
To model the performance of successful transfers we use a training set for each transfer channel.
The objective is to derive a distribution from this training set, which is then used as a model.
Initially we assumed transfer rates followed a Gaussian distribution but the analysis
conducted in Section 4 demonstrated this is not the case. Nonetheless, discussions with system
administrators highlighted the fact that the disk server load is a main factor aecting the
variation in transfer rates. The tests previously described also showed this is likely the case,
with dierent transfer rates observed with dierent number of parallel writes.
Disk server load is dicult to dene and characterise in detail. It is not clear what other
factors, besides the number of parallel writes, aect the load of a disk. The information available
during this analysis did not appear to contain sucient detail to identify additional factors.
Nonetheless, while a gaussian distribution did not accurately represent the disk server behavior,
intuition indicated that a mixture of a reduced number of gaussians might be appropriate.
As a result of our discussions with system administrators, we formulated the hypothesis that
disk servers can be represented as being in (coarse) load states. For instance, these load states
could be cold, medium, hot disk servers. For each of these load states we could use a gaussian
distribution to model the disk server behaviour.
Therefore, the following step is to create a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [37]. A GMM is
a probabilistic model for density distribution that uses a mixture of underlying distributions.
In this case, the underlying distributions are gaussian. A GMM is appropriate in a situation
in which there is the assumption of an underlying mechanism so that each observation belongs
to one of some number of dierent sources or categories. In this case, the GMM denes a
single distribution to represent the transfer performance, which itself is composed of several
underlying gaussian distributions that intuitively correspond to the disk server load states.
The next step is to determine the parameters to use for the GMM. The Expectation-
Maximisation (EM) algorithm in [44] is widely used for nding maximum likelihood estimates
of parameters in probabilistic models, with frequent applications on data clustering and
unsupervised learning. It is therefore an appropriate choice to determine the GMM parameters.
Nonetheless, it is possible to generate multiple GMM models with a dierent number of
underlying clusters. For instance, it is possible to generate a GMM with 2, 3 or more mixed
gaussians. The EM algorithm can determine the maximum likelihood parameters for each
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of these classes, but cannot determine which is the best out of them. For instance, we can
determine the best parameters for a GMM with 2 gaussians (i.e. 2 load states) but cannot
readily conclude whether it is a better t than a GMM that uses 3 mixed gaussians (i.e. 3 load
states).
To deduce the appropriate number of clusters (of Gaussians), we used the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) [43]. BIC is a criterion for model selection among a class of
parametric models with dierent numbers of parameters. When estimating model parameters
using maximum likelihood estimation, it is possible to increase the likelihood by adding
additional parameters, which may result in over tting. For instance, if in the example above
we were to model the transfer channel with hundreds of gaussians, the resulting GMM would
likely t but it would result in a clear over t that is too specic to a particular distribution.
The BIC resolves this problem by introducing a penalty term for the number of parameters in
the model.
The results from the modeling of successful transfers are shown in a later section. The next
section discusses modeling of failed transfers.
5.3. Model for Failed Transfers
Failures are very dicult to model in a realistic manner. Unavailability (storage downtime) can
be simulated although in practice these are often announced, scheduled and even negotiated.
Unexpected downtimes have been extremely rare occurrences.
More common is the situation where the system is almost completely down but still some
transfers succeed. In this model, we have considered this to be reliability, not availability
modeling. Throughout this work we were unable to satisfactorily characterise failures and
also distinguish between timeout failures (triggered by the user after some time) from other
occurrences.
Another diculty regarding failures is distinguishing between channel failures and storage
failures. In practice, this distinction is dicult because the error messages are inconclusive.
A channel failure should be normally due to a severe network fault that is not handled
transparently by underlying protocols such as TCP.
Therefore, we have limited the failure analysis to replaying failure conditions observed
in the production system. This approach appears to give more realistic results than e.g. a
Poisson-based model. Nonetheless, experience suggests that the best approach is to validate
data distribution strategies is to articially create disruptive scenarios based on the perceived
limitations of the strategies being developed. One useful technique has been to simulate a long
downtime of a storage (a very rare occurrence in practice) to study the backlog recovery.
5.4. Simulator
This section describes the discrete event simulator. This simulator has been developed in
Python similarly to the rest of the DQ2 code. It implements an event scheduler and an event-
driven approach, incrementing the time automatically to the next earliest occurring event
[42].
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(a) Channel A-I: Observed results (b) Channel A-I: Simulated results
Figure 11. Arrivals of failures
At start-up, the discrete event simulator reads historical transfer logs from real transfers.
These logs are stored in a relational database and follow the same structure as discussed
in Section 4.3. These logs are used as the training set to determine the model parameters
for the GMM, described in the previous sections. Therefore, at start-up the discrete event
simulator determines the GMM distribution to use for each channel, based on the analysis of
historical logs and the application of the EM algorithm and BIC criterion. It also determines
the occurrence of failures, by analysing the mean time between failures from historical data.
In addition to the training set, the discrete event simulator also reads at start-up its workload
from a relational database. The workload consists of transfer requests that are to be received
by the storage services at a specic point in time. These are processed as transfer requests
by the discrete event simulator when its simulation clock reaches the transfer request time.
At that point the discrete event simulator simulates the transfer outcome (success or failure)
and duration of event based on the model parameters. This is reported back when the event
is complete according to the simulation clock.
In the remaining part of this section we validate the model used for the simulation. For this,
we re-use the set of transfer logs analysed in Section 4.3. These logs are partitioned into two
separate sets. The total set of transfer logs constitute 1 month of transfers. The rst week
of data is used exclusively as the training set, and the remaining 3 weeks are used as the
validation set.
The plots in the following gures include only the comparison between observed and
simulated events for 4 days out of the 3 weeks of validation data. This is done for readability
purposes: plotting 4 days out of a 3 weeks period allows the plots to have higher resolution,
in this case 1 hour bins.
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(a) Channel A-I: Observed distribution (b) Channel A-I: Simulated distribution
Figure 12. Distribution of successful transfers, 2 GB les
Figure 13. Quantile-Quantile plot for distributions on Figure 12
Figure 11 shows an overview of the observed and simulated throughput. Note that the total
number of les transferred varies slightly due to how failures are modelled. Because the mean
time between failures was used, the exact occurrence date of a specic failure can vary.
Figure 12 shows the observed and simulated distribution of successful transfers of 2 GB
les. The gaussians that compose the simulated mixture model are also plotted and scaled
for illustration purposes. Figure 13 shows the corresponding Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plot,
comparing both distributions. In a QQ plot, a line overlapping with the ideal line represents
a perfect t between the distributions.
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These plots show a very good matching between the observed and simulated data. The
distributions are generated exclusively from the test set data, but the comparisons are
performed using workload from the validation set. This indicates that the simulator can
adequately model the real infrastructure.
Nonetheless, there are important limitations in the approach taken to build the model and
simulator. The fact that there is a close match between observed and simulated distributions
is due to the weights derived by EM algorithm and the clusters identied by the BIC criterion.
The examples shown are for a single channel but we observe successful ts for other channels
as well.
Nonetheless, the parameters for each GMM can be very dierent from channel to channel.
We did not nd any specic relation between channels. But the fact that the best t is always
achieved with a reduced number of gaussians (3 or 4) gives some degree of condence in the
initial intuition, which characterises informally the disk servers into separate load states.
Most importantly, the primary goal of this simulation work is to achieve a model closer to
reality, which can be used to test DQ2 in a simulator. The goal is not to develop a detailed
analytical model of a distributed infrastructure nor to use previous transfers for prediction.
Nonetheless, some important lessons can be learnt from this analysis. These are discussed in
the following section.
5.5. Distributed Data Management under Uncertainty
The previous sections illustrated the uncertainty present in the underlying infrastructure and
presented an approximate model of the overall system. This section discusses whether it is
possible to make use of this knowledge to improve the distributed data management system.
While it is true that it is possible a posterior understand some of the observed behaviour,
there is limited ability a priori to take any action. For example, when transferring a le between
two storage systems, the allocation of the source and destination disk servers only occurs when
the transfer starts. It is also not known if there are other users using the same disk servers.
Therefore, there is no mechanism to control one of the main factors of the transfer performance,
which is the load on the disk servers if we assume we are operating using distributed and shared
resources.
One option could be to reduce the number of transfer slots. This solution is of limited interest:
the network round trip time would aect the overall transfer performance enforcing low upper
bounds on the throughput. In addition, it would still not be known if there are other users
of the disk servers, including non-ATLAS users. It would also not be known how intensively
these users are using the infrastructure. There is also no control on the internals of each storage
system: note that storage systems broker requests to choose the most suitable disk server at
a point in time using internal criteria. Finally, deploying fully separate infrastructures for
dierent users is not a cost-eective option. Nonetheless, this principle is applied throughput
many areas of the infrastructure (e.g. job queues, hierarchical storage management, etc).
In reality, the uncertainty is due to the nature of distributed and shared computing.
Computing centres try to optimise their global performance while each organisation, with
limited information, tries to optimise its own perceived performance.
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Most of these considerations are only relevant if the goal is to have a system that aims to
provide some guarantees of quality-of-service, such as DQ2. One of the main features of DQ2 is
the ability to allocate the activity in a channel fairly. If a physics discovery leads to an increased
interest in a specic activity, the data(sets) from this activity should be distributed as fast as
possible so that future processing activities can start. Nonetheless, as observed, failures are
very unpredictable. A timeout may impair a dataset from being completed because one of its
les is not available due to a timeout error.
There is a conclusion that follows trivially from this discussion. If there are factors that
fundamentally aect transfer performance, which cannot be known in advance, then the DQ2
design decision of not scheduling based on transfer prediction is quite appropriate. DQ2
implements a feedback-based approach. That is, rather than trying to predict the transfer
times and schedule based on predictions, DQ2 instead reacts to nished transfers. When a
transfer is complete, storage services ask for additional work. Based on the analysis of the
infrastructure this appears to be a more robust approach.
Nonetheless, we believe it is possible to have better guarantees, particularly developing
transfer algorithms that work within probabilistic bounds. This becomes especially important
for transfers that have to follow complex paths than a simple hop-to-hop between two sites.
It is also important if we aim to loosen the static data ows in the ATLAS Computing
Model and help the ATLAS production managers and physics group coordinators redene
data distribution policies. Our ongoing work is to develop such algorithms. In parallel, we
also aim to understand in more detail the nature of failures, to investigate whether these are
self-similar (as they appear to be) or not.
6. CONCLUSION
The heterogeneity of a Data Grid creates unique challenges to the development of a data
management system that can provide minimal quality-of-service guarantees to its users.
Existing work, we argue, is not representative of the practical diculties in operating a
production, large-scale Data Grid, such as the WLCG.
Our contributions in this paper are manifold. One is the provision of a new data management
system, called DQ2, which extends previous research on P2P, Data Grids and distributed le
systems. DQ2 includes a more comprehensive feature set for managing very large distributed
datasets in a heterogeneous environment. We also address the practical issues observed by years
of operational running of DQ2. Additionally, we introduce modeling and simulation techniques
that can be used to perform a more realistic analysis on the performance of data distribution
algorithms.
Another major contribution is the analysis of the uncertainty present in any practical
Data Grid. We present the practical limits to the development of optimal data management
algorithms, given the inability to predict the behaviour of all parties using the infrastructure. In
future work, we will focus on the development of techniques to provide probabilistic guarantees
of service and understand in greater detail the nature of failures on a Data Grid.
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